
Marriage Intake for those seeking Sacrament of Marriage in the Catholic Church 

1) Name: ___________________________

    

Phone: ______________________  email: _________________________

Date of Birth: _______________  Gender:______

How many times have you been married (church wedding, civil ceremony,

common law…)   ___

Are you Baptized? ___         if yes: when ______      ; if no, go to 2.

If you are a Catholic:    When did you become Catholic? _________

If you are not Catholic:  What denomination were you Baptized in?  _________

    
 

     

2) MARITAL STATUS (or engaged or intending  please complete this section)
Are you currently married(engaged/intended)? ___             if no go to 3.
Name of your Current Spouse? __________________________
Date of Birth: _______________  Gender: ____
When was your wedding? _________________
Where was the wedding done?  (church, courthouse, what city/state?)

_____________________________  
______________________________

Was this marriage done with the permission of the Catholic Church? ____
Has spouse/intended been baptized?___            if yes, when? _______
Have they ever been married to anyone besides you?  _____

* If yes, please have them fill out and submit a companion questionnaire below
If they are Catholic, when did they become Catholic?  __________
If not a Catholic, what denomination were they at the time of the wedding?  ________

3) PRIOR MARRIAGE I

     

Prior to the current marriage, were you ever married (church wedding, civil ceremony,
common law…)  ___          if no skip to the end.
Starting with your very first marriage:
Name of prior spouse: ____________________
If they are deceased:   when did they die? __________________
Had they ever been married before?  _____
Have they been baptized?  ____        if yes, when?  ____________
If they are Catholic, when did they become Catholic? ____________
If not a Catholic, what denomination were they at the time of the wedding? _________
When was the wedding? _____________
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Where was the wedding done?  (church, courthouse, what city/state, street no. not needed?)

Was this marriage done with the permission of the Catholic Church? 
4) If you have no other prior marriages, go to the end.  Otherwise - For your second

     

marriage:
Name of prior spouse: ____________________
If they are deceased:   when did they die? __________________
Had they ever been married before?  _____
Have they been baptized? ____       if yes, when?
If they are Catholic, when did they become Catholic? __________
If not a Catholic, what denomination were they at the time of the wedding?  ________
When was the wedding? _________________
Where was the wedding done?  (church, courthouse, what city/state?)

             ___________________________________ 
           ___________________________________

Was this marriage done with the permission of the Catholic Church? 

5) If you have no other prior marriages, go to the end.  Otherwise - For your third marriage;

     

Name of prior spouse: ____________________
If they are deceased:   when did they die? __________________
Had they ever been married before? ____
Have they been baptized? ____        yes, when? _____
If they are Catholic, when did they become Catholic? _____________
If not a Catholic, what denomination were they at the time of the wedding?  __________ 
When was the wedding? _________________
Where was the wedding done?  (church, courthouse, what city/state?)

___________________________________ 

     

    ___________________________________
Was this marriage done with the permission of the Catholic Church? 

END: 

Email or printout this form.  If you don’t have more specific instructions you can send it to 
cana@dioceseoftyler.org   or mail to Cana Project, 18221 FM 2493 - Suite 202  Flint, TX  75762 
Questions:  email cana@dioceseoftyler.org or call (903) 266-2172 ext 187
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